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God save the Queen-only Private can save the Royal Family.Private is the most elite detective

agency in the world. But when kidnappers threaten to execute a Royal Family member in front of the

Queen, Jack Morgan and his team have just 24 hours to stop them. Or heads will roll...literally. 
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James Patterson has had more New York Times bestsellers than any other writer, ever, according

to Guinness World Records. Since his first novel won the Edgar Award in 1977 James Patterson's

books have sold more than 300 million copies. He is the author of the Alex Cross novels, the most

popular detective series of the past twenty-five years, including Kiss the Girls and Along Came a

Spider. He writes full-time and lives in Florida with his family.

Same great writing. ..just a shorter read for those of us who have little time!

I can't fathom the writing ability that the two authors obviously have. This book kept me interested

thru the entire book and was surprised by the ending.

For a short story I guess it was ok but to add this to my list of why I believe James Patterson is a



great author would be a stretch of literary hocus pocus. Have not read a JP book in a while so

perhaps my tastes have changed? Not! Have been a fan for many years and he has been vying for

position 1, 2, or 3, depending upon whom else he was in competition with that week or which book

or author I had read. This particular short story would not even put him in the top ten, maybe top 20.

And this is my first book shot. Sadly, will pass on others. Am looking for depth and mystery.

Something called a page turner that makes one want to stay awake all night, unable to wait to get to

the end. This is very blasÃ©. More like a quickly thrown together literary school project. Sorry

James. Loved you long and very dedicated but not of this quality of writing.

Just the name James Patterson encourages me to pick up a book . This did not disappoint. I like to

that the book was not overly long. It was a very good mystery. I recommend.

I really like the 'private' series. However, I am annoyed that the series has joined the "bookshot"

(short story) field. I prefer to listen to 'serious' books on audio (and lighter reading on Kindle). It's not

practical to spend the money for a cd on a short story.

The private investigators at Private in London are hired to solve a kidnapping. But there are a few

twists during the investigation. The Duke is distraught above his daughter's kidnapping. But it seems

all kinds not as it appears. Read to find out who really did it.

Fast read great use of ima%ery.nice changem the romances thAt I usually read. Wojld reccomend

this book for anyone who would like an escape from everydY life. Hard to put down once you start to

read it.

I bought this book for my husband, he has EVERY SINGLE book from James Paterson; He loved it!

I started reading them after he did, and I still have a lot to catch up. I will update when I read it

myself!
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